Based on discrete chaotic dynamics algorithms different patterns in a form of mandalas have been generated. This fact gives us the possibility to make a link between mechanism of biochemical reaction dynamics undergoing in brain resulted to the brain creativity process in form of mandalas. Obtained patterns can be related to the space distributed chemicals according to the law of extended principle of maximum entropy, consideration of the information exchange during biochemical transformations, mass conservation law and discrete chaotic dynamics principles. A / B--C in a formal way says that for example living cell A interacts with living cell B and this interaction reduces a new cell C. This formal notation includes in consideration the fact of birth of a new element. To bring to this ability of the living systems an information exchange we suppose that all chemicals or elements of the systems involved in the chemical transformations can affect the rates of the interactions. To denote these influences of constituents we just put the arrows going from A, B, C on characteristics of the process: A+B=C Following this approach we can increase the complexity of the consideration-number of elements and types of reactions for any systems with practically unlimited numbers of elements with all possible interconnections on masses exchange and "information exchange" levels.
INTRODUCTION
Discrete chaotic dynamics is a new theory specially developed for the complex and living systems behavior. This theory, based on a new concept of time and space using calculus of discrete difference equations versus continuous differential equations [1] . Application of this theory to the modeling of complex biochemical reaction dynamics demonstrated, among the other results, time series and patterns similar to EEG, ECG and mandalas.
Based on this fact we are going to propose theoretical explanation for the possible mechanism of the brain creativity in a form of mandalas. According to Jung [2] , "mandala as psychological phenomena appear spontaneously in dreams, in certain states of conflict, and in cases of schizophrenia.
Very frequently they contain a quaternity or a multiple of four, in a form of a cross, a star, a square, an octagon, etc". " As it is well known thermodynamics is not analyzing the dynamical changes in time of constituents, but giving us equations for calculation of final distribution of elements composing systems (just one point in concentration space when oc). The next step in constructing adequate calculus to the living systems dynamics mathematical modeling is to refer to the theory of dimensionality [1, 3] .
It happens that invariant of the theory of dimensionality we have the same mathematical forms as equilibrium constants. That analogy opens a possibility to make a link between principle of maximum entropy and general postulates of the theory of dimensionality and expend principle of maximum entropy on all states of multicomponent systems even far from equilibrium. That will bring us to the systems of algebraic equations for describing kinetics and dynamics of chemical transformations [4] .
And the last step to the calculus of the difference equations is to include in the basic algebraic equations dependence for parameters from concentrations calculated in previous moments. The type of these dependence reflect the "information exchange" we are including in consideration. Following [5] we need to substitute Kz by in [1] mechanism of biochemical reactions in the individual neuron and information exchange between the neurons. All systems operate according to the discrete dynamics principles based on the extension of maximum entropy principle, mass conservation law, theory of dimensionality and new basic equations. Using the laws of nature for mathematical modeling of brain activity should have advantages compared to the neural networks, cellular automata and other computer methods, used for the same purpose because the general physical principles will constrain us from meaningless solutions and will direct to the real mathematical solutions close to the reality.
In that respect we are coming to the conclusion that use of difference equations not only frees from logical contradictions between discrete and continuous time and space, chaotic and deterministic paradigms, but also much more simpler from the computational point of view, which is extremely important for practical purpose for such a level of computational complexity.
As a result of the computations we will get the evolution of space distributed concentrations of chemicals in each neuron. It is reasonable to suppose that these concentrations patterning is the basis for our internal brain creativity process. The fact that the patterns calculated by our model A'B-)C; A+B'C and A+B-)C+D
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed theoretical approach is based on using first physical principles for biochemical reactions dynamics. Corresponding mathematical model (1, 3, 4) , derived from these principles, reflects the natural constraints for biochemical reactions dynamics and therefore should have a high level of predictability. Hypothesis that distribution of the concentrations of chemicals in the brain neurons corresponds or somehow related to the brain creativity processes found some confirmation by generated patterns in a form of mandalas.
It seems natural to use our model for the creation of the "artificial brain" computer system based on the proposed mathematical model. In this way I do not see any constraints and taking into account computational simplicity of the discrete dynamics algorithms our "artificial brain" can be very efficient for solving different problems in the field of artificial intelligence.
